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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Recent negative press on the perceived decline of central Geelong, while unfortunate, has provided an 
opportunity to focus interest by community leaders in turning the spotlight on central Geelong with a view to 
actively pursuing the task of revitalizing Geelong’s heart. The Geelong Station Precinct work and streetscape 
upgrades, funding commitments for the cultural precinct project, the Vision II project, the ‘search for an icon’ 
are examples of this energy, interest, cooperation and partnership among civic and community leaders. 

There is much to suggest that the perception of decline (empty shops, limited retail mix, unattractive building 
facades) is visual only and merely a reflection of a city centre in transition from a traditional retail/office mix 
to a centre featuring a unique range of uses focused on learning, entertainment and culture, health services 
and business based on its existing notable assets. 

This project has examined the critical elements required to provide the environment for a true student city to 
emerge. The report is structured according to four key elements required to create a student city: Students 
(attracting and retaining); Amenities; Accommodation; Transport.

The findings of the research suggest there are some opportunities for Geelong across each of these elements. 
These opportunities can be summarised as:

1. STUdEnTS
• Students want things they can do and enjoy once out of class and away from their student 

accommodation; they need attractions that cater to their cultural and recreational desires.

• The opportunity for students to assist, direct and drive the regeneration of under-resourced areas; 
using student skill and enthusiasm allowing students to become more embedded and connected to the 
community and exposing opportunities for a more creative city.

• Exploring cultural and artistic facets to further integrate student populations into the local community; 
using the creative student potential in the arts, design and architecture areas offers the potential for 
projects such as the Court House Arts.

• Marketing the student city aspects as a key part of a broader marketing and promotion strategy by 
Deakin, The Gordon, City of Greater Geelong, Committee for Geelong and G21. 

2. AMENITIES
• Any initiatives implemented in taking Geelong towards a student city can benefit from adopting the 

principles incorporated in cultural quarters – adaptive, flexible and constantly innovating.

• Ongoing investment in infrastructure (such as lighting, seating and paving, connections), events and 
cultural facilities. 

• Creating smaller unique streetscapes in strategic locations within the CBD would create places of interest 
and talking points, not only for students, for families, business people and tourists. 

• Creating foot traffic between precincts would bring back business into the CBD, as foot traffic is a major 
factor for a business to survive.

• Attractive amenities are not enough to ensure success – the population must be able to use it. 

• Students in Geelong report more interest in entertainment value and availability of social meeting places 
than with accommodation and transport; the student preferences to general socialising and the arts 
promote vibrancy and create complementary business opportunities. 

• An effective, supportive and flexible planning approach is required around parking for student and other 
living options, building height and use mix including food and entertainment venues.

• Purpose-built student accommodation within the city centre needs to be supported by appropriate 
amenities such as gym facilities, leisure areas, appropriate inviting cafes and bars, laundrettes and 
community garden areas, meeting places and lively entertainment areas.
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3. ACCOMMODATION
• More significant involvement from Deakin and The Gordon in forging partnerships with private providers 

and supporting students with housing options; guiding students into housing opportunities is an 
important part of the student care/attraction package. 

• Leasing ground floor or other floor areas in private developments for flexible teaching or classroom/shop 
front training.

• Places Victoria involvement in a demonstration student housing project.

• Convert brownfield sites into complete accommodation centres, purpose-built for students, who are 
drawn to and feel comfortable in student dense areas. 

4. TRANSPORT & PARKING
• The majority of students indicated that car parking was one of their main concerns if they were to live 

within the CBD; students indicted they are not willing to give up the freedom of their vehicles. 

• Improving proximity to public transport services and incentives to use the system.

• Interconnection between the different destinations/functions (cultural, recreational, retail, accommodation, 
Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) and transport) in the CBD needs to be accessible and inviting.

The research indicated that transport is not an immediate priority for Geelong students, rather amenities 
and accommodation hold the greatest potential for visible change. This project highlighted many achievable 
opportunities for amenity improvement and the project team takes the view that improved accommodation 
options would naturally follow the increase in vibrancy that results.

There are other important messages that emerged from this research in terms of opportunities for Geelong. 
These include ensuring that ambitions are realistic and that there is a preparedness to reset targets that may 
not be achieved. The validity of making small changes rather than assuming major change and costs are 
required was also noted as significant. Importantly, leadership and an appropriate management structure 
for the vision emerged as a critical issue as the case studies demonstrated some limitations at the local 
government level. 

PROJECT TEAM
The project team comprises: Alf Della Monica, Sam Gumina, Tim Hellsten, Mark Kilinski, Mehrzad Pakzamir, 
Adam Polkinghorne, James Shirley
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InTROdUCTIOn

ThE ROlE Of STUdEnTS In bUIldInG A RESIlIEnT And VIbRAnT CITY
This project set out to explore the hypothesis that providing the environment and conditions for a vibrant, 
dynamic and exciting city centre to emerge would be a major catalyst for the sustainable rejuvenation and 
transformation of a centre that is resilient and adaptable1 to change. 

Central Geelong is the established and recognised hub of commerce and entertainment in the Geelong 
region. However an apparent decline (or perception of decline) of central Geelong primarily has been the 
focus of considerable media coverage since 2009,2 including a strong ‘Save our CBD’ campaign, in response to:

• shop closures and vacancies,

• ‘low end’ retailing activity, 

• deteriorating building facades, 

• public safety concerns and antisocial behaviors, 

• community and trader concerns over parking, bus stops, streetscape works, 

• large new retail centres being developed in outer suburbs, and

• the lack of an understandable or accessible unifying vision etc.

The alternative view3 (and more likely proposition) is that central Geelong is a city in transition, with a 
significant number of core strengths (north facing bayside location, excellent education, cultural and medical 
facilities and services, heritage buildings, proximity to a major rail station, strong business presence etc) on 
which to build. 

The project team took the view that no single theme or project focus (i.e. a specific icon,4 cultural precinct, 
conference facility) would deliver an exciting and dynamic city centre, rather the right conditions for 
vibrancy would come from encouraging a mix of activities which have a range of interdependencies or 
interrelationships. Supporting these activities through a shared vision, policy and infrastructure investment 
and active partnerships would be critical to effective implementation. 

The project team sought to explore this hypothesis by focusing on one of the city’s core strengths, education. 
Central Geelong has a unique advantage of having a waterfront university campus (Deakin) and a strong 
TAFE sector presence (The Gordon). The two institutions have developed a robust cooperative relationship as 
well as having strong ties with major industry, health and research organisations in Geelong. Deakin has recently 
made significant commitments to growing its waterfront activities. 

Despite the presence of these institutions, student activity is limited to daylight hours and there is little sense 
of these facilities being a) physically or socially connected to the rest of the city, b) a thriving hub of activity, c) 
intimately ingrained into the activity of the city, or d) contributing to the economy of the city centre directly. 
Other university cities around the world are clear examples of how education institutions can successfully 
create centre vitality and drive economic activity, livability and interest. 

1 ‘Resilient’ and ‘adaptable’ are used in the context the degree to which a city centre is able to positively respond to changing trends and behaviours (i.e. of 
visitors and shoppers), loss of certain activities (i.e. downturn in retail or office activity, not reliant on only one or two sectors) and respond to future changing 
environments (building and space adaptability/flexibility, sustainability, comfort in a changing climate, peak oil etc); 

2 Geelong Advertiser – Lets clean up the Geelong CBD (17/7/10), It’s time to breathe new life into Geelong’s CBD (17/10/10), Empty Iconic stores hurt vacancy 
figures (31/3/11), Restaurant latest business to leave city centre (22/8/11), Our CBD woes now squarely on the agenda -editorial (25/11/10), Police to double 
numbers in Geelong CBD crackdown (10/12/09), Where is the vision (6/12/10), CBD has lost its way (10/11/10)

3	 Geelong Independent article ‘Our CBD ‘is A-OK’ 15/4/11 – conversation with Opteon Victoria Research Manager Richard Jenkins - business district healthy 
and positioned for rental growth, contrary to perception fed by a few high profile vacancies and closures of high profile retail chains; Geelong Advertiser – 
Cranes reflect a surge for CBD (25/11/11), Change drives real estate market – editorial (9/1/12), Bold vision for city student living (24/2/11). 

4 Icon for Geelong competition – sponsored by The Geelong Independent newspaper and Senia Lawyers encouraging ideas and ideas to be developed for a 
landmark for the City. 
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The project team explored the opportunity for Geelong to capitalise on its education focus by investigating the 
following key elements required to ‘create a student city’:

1. Students (and what attracts/retains them)

2. Amenities (includes safety, streetscapes, ‘built form’ and access to amenities).

3. Accommodation

4. Transport 

In recent years, there has been extensive research into activities and planning of other cities nationally and 
internationally that might be applied to Geelong, by the Committee for Geelong (eg Newcastle UK), City of 
Greater Geelong and others. This research has focused on different city elements such as iconic buildings, 
convention centres, public safety and so on. These studies and reports, while important, do not bring the 
disparate elements together to form a clear picture for the future. The Vision II5 project will help do this. 

An important driver for the project team was to provide this research and concluding observations and 
recommendations as an input into the Vision II project. This project provides a summary of key research findings, 
as well as case studies and support documentation, which can be explored further by interested parties.  

METhOdOlOGY
This project was developed with the following methodology:

• Undertaking primary research on comparative cities that are considered to be successful university 
towns, to understand why they are successful, how they respond to the four (4) elements above, what 
were the critical factors for success/implementation and who were the drivers;

• Undertaking a spot attitudinal survey of Deakin University students on issues relating to preferences for 
accommodation, campus location, services and facilities which influence choice of campus/university;

• Undertaking secondary research – a series of conversations with industry sector leaders/specialists to 
understand challenges, barriers and opportunities and to ‘test’ primary research findings;

• Compiling research data and developing recommendations and a DVD featuring student perspectives of 
the Geelong CBD student environment and other (Melbourne) university campus environments. 

• The team is indebted to our Deakin University research student Rebecca Clark for her research, survey 
management and acting skills, and to Stephanie Asher (Leaders for Geelong 2009-11 program) for her 
editing support and advice.

SElECTIOn Of CASE STUdY CITIES
The case study cities were selected as ‘university cities’ that display similar characteristics to Geelong in 
comparable population sizes, a similar distance from a major capital, located with a bay frontage, and having 
experienced a period of economic transition. 

The city case studies build on existing research undertaken by the Committee for Geelong (Newcastle, 
UK) and to allow comparison between Australian and international experiences. The case study cities 
are: Galway, Ireland; Loughborough, UK; Birmingham, UK; Eindhoven, Netherlands; Townsville, Qld; 
Newcastle, NSW.

5  The Vision II project, to be developed in partnership between the City of Greater Geelong, Committee for Geelong, Deakin University and the State Government 
aims to take a longer term view of Geelong and consider what would be the most appropriate direction for the city centre over the next 15 years. 
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STUdEnTS

SUMMARY Of fIndInGS
Student cities have a vitality and youthful atmosphere not seen in other cities. Populated by intelligent and 
considerate young people, the social bonuses that these cities gain are as important, if not more important, 
than the economic bonuses that student life can bring to a city.

In student cities, houses and apartments are rented, money is poured into cafes, bars, pubs, clubs and 
shops, and businesses are staffed by students who are willing to work for minimum wages and long and 
unusual shifts. Small and independent stores profit from students who prefer to shop locally and public 
transport is also popular. These all contribute to the economic wellbeing of a city.

While the economic wellbeing of a city is vital, it is the potential social and cultural bonuses that a student 
city can bring that is just as significant, however it seems that for a number of reasons these are harder to 
realise.

Student cities around the world such as Birmingham, Eindhoven, Munich, Lyon, Rotterdam, Lille and 
Windsor (Canada) have all faced similar issues in regard to the latter. Students have boosted the economy of 
these cities, but at the same time they (students) are largely invisible as the social and cultural assets are not 
adequate or don’t exist. That is, students can contribute to the development of cultural and social assets by 
becoming enmeshed in the community, rather than just staying within the HEI sphere. Cities that do this well 
are not only vibrant but are also sustainable, as the social and cultural aspects of the city itself match the 
high quality of education provided. This is explored further through the attached case studies.

To complement the research on student cities, we conducted a survey with Deakin University students. This 
provided an insight into the thoughts of students studying locally and further detail about what students want 
and desire in Geelong.

A total of 50 students completed the survey (see Appendix p38). The following is a summary of the results:
• The majority of students are currently living in rental housing with three or more occupants and are 

paying an average of $150 /week each in a house outside the CBD ($100-$200 a fortnight).

• 44% of respondents stated that they would be interested in CBD accommodation if their course was 
offered at the Waterfront campus and 32% indicated that they would be interested in doing so regardless 
of where their course was offered.

• The majority of students indicated that their preferred accommodation was a house with three or more 
occupants (56%), with single room apartments being the less preferable option.

• The most important factors to students if they were to live within the CBD were car parking availability, 
rental prices and availability of casual employment, followed closely by safety of the city, cheap food 
places, entertainment, variety of lively cafes/bars/clubs, fitness and leisure clubs and the quality of 
accommodation available. 

• Students rated the city’s attractiveness on a scale of ‘extremely attractive to not attractive at all’. The 
majority of students found Geelong CBD at a medium level of attractiveness as a city to live and study in. 
Geelong was rated as ‘not attractive at all’ as a city to shop in and ‘neither attractive nor unattractive’ to 
work in. 

• The final question related to what students would like to see more of in the Geelong CBD. The majority of 
students had student-specific social meeting places such as cafes, bars and clubs on a level of ‘extremely 
important’, along with live entertainment. Elements that were ‘very important’ included: a wider variety 
of cheap food places, student-specific places to study, parks and recreational areas, fitness clubs, clean 
streets and outdoor seating for cafes and restaurants. 

KEY ACTIOnS APPlICAblE TO GEElOnG
Like many student cities around the world, it seems that students in Geelong are more concerned with 
entertainment value and availability of social meeting places than they are with accommodation and transport. 

The fact that the majority of students indicated that car parking was one of their main concerns if they were 
to live within the CBD indicates that they are not willing to give up the freedom of their vehicles. Townsville 
shares this issue where facilities, services and amenities are scattered throughout the city rather than being 
contained in one dense area. 
The survey indicated that amenities such as fitness and leisure clubs along with entertainment and social 
arenas are highly important. These ultimately add to the attractiveness of living in the city, however students 
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PROfIlES Of STUdEnT CITIES – A SnAPShOT
A comprehensive study into nine different cities throughout Europe, The Student City - Strategic 
Planning for Student Communities in EU Cities, determined that student cities could be categories 
into three distinct types of cities:
• Type 1 – cities undergoing economic transition,

• Type 2 – second-tier cities where the Higher Education Institute is not connected to the 
community, 

• Type 3 – cities with traditional and strong links with HEIs, providing real benefits to the 
community (i.e. a successful student city).

The relevance to Geelong can be seen in both Type 1 and Type 2 categories.

COMPREhEnSIVE URbAn STRATEGY fOR A ‘STUdEnT fRIEndlY’ CITY
The following are influential in promoting a student friendly city throughout Type 1 and Type 2 
student cities:

• Attracting the student: marketing the city as a student friendly city.

• Assisting the student: offering high quality services for welcoming and assisting the students in 
order to achieve a better integration within the host community.

• Housing the students: optimal pattern of student settlement according to local contexts with 
minimum impact of student communities upon the local housing market.

• Empowering the students: recognition of a ‘right of citizenship’, of the students role in local 
decisions varying from informal consultation arrangements to direct democratic participation.

• Increasing the opportunities of contact: between students and other local stakeholders, integrating 
the students into the web of relationships that enhances the ability of universities to embed 
themselves into the city fabric.

• Keeping students linked to the city: so that human capital is not dispersed after the completion of 
studies.

indicated that these would need to be in place before they would be willing to move into the city and pay 
higher rent than they are currently paying. 

This indicates the need to focus on amenities and entertainment within one specific area of the city aimed at 
students, before developing accommodation without any supporting amenities. 

CASE STUdIES TO REfER TO:
Student cities and their respective profiles
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AMEnITIES

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The 2007/09 Leaders for Geelong project, Vibrant and Safe Geelong Night Life, detailed a series of 
recommendations to allow Geelong residents, including students, to enjoy the Geelong night life in a safe 
and inclusive way. We support the recommendations put forward by the 2007/09 project group and aim to 
complement this work by focusing on the benefits that improved amenities can bring to a student and local 
population. An improvement in amenities leads to greater use of the CBD and a natural progression to a 
safer, more vibrant space.

It is well recognised that HEIs deliver an economic benefit to the communities in which they exist. It is 
similarly well known that the scale of the economic benefit increases if HEI alumni remain within the local 
community once graduated. One of the keys to retaining the student population post-HEI is to integrate the 
student population into the community during their education, creating links that make remaining in the 
community more attractive post-education.

 Students consume cultural and recreational products but are also producers of such. A critical element, 
noted in many of the case studies, is the need to include the target audience in the decision-making process. 
Students have dynamic cultural and social tastes and need to be included in the development phase, along 
with representation from different community sectors. 

An increasingly important element of the post modern urban landscape is ‘cultural quarters’ which are highly 
attractive to students. Cultural quarters are explored by Montgomery (2003)6 and conclude that successful 
cultural quarters require a unique mix of elements representing Activity, Form and Meaning. Cultural quarters 
are by definition adaptive, flexible and constantly innovating to remain reflective of the local community. 

Students want things they can do and enjoy once out of class and away from their student accommodation. 
They need attractions that cater to their cultural and recreational desires to keep them in the host city 
after-hours, however in a student city are important to all of the city users.

A lively town needs amenities where many functions of a community can take place; amenities that work 
in support of one another. Amenities such as trees, benches, bike racks, appropriately placed rubbish bins, 
special lighting, gardens and street art can revive a dull city. Such amenities were outlined in Townsville’s 
implementation of a sustainable city where more paths, attractive ‘unique’ facilities and community food 
gardens were all implemented as amenities to improve to the city. (see Townsville case study p28)

The study of Loughborough found that many students value amenities that are combined with their 
accommodation options such as gym facilities, pools and leisure areas. Those students indicated they were 
willing to pay the higher rent price for attractive amenities included in the accommodation package.

Cultural and arts precincts provide the opportunity to integrate students into relationships outside the typical 
student profile, which can assist in retaining students in the city both after classes and also post-study. 
Including students in the scoping and development of the project to regenerate the CBD will increase the 
sense of ‘ownership’ and ‘connectedness’ and improve the integration of students into the community fabric.

Retail needs to adapt to catering for a student population. Students, and increasingly the wider community, 
are more attracted to retailers/ sectors that provide an experience rather than just a product. This is 
demonstrated by the results of Opteon Victoria’s Geelong CBD Retail Study April 2011, which detailed 
vacancy rates of 1.8% in shopping centres up to 13.3% in street frontages but 0% in the café/ arts district 
of James Street & McLarty Place. Geelong has scope to increase retail opportunities catering to students with 
rents still considered very affordable compared to the Australian average.

6  Montgomery, John (2003) Cultural Quarters as Mechanisms for Urban Regeneration. Part 1: Conceptualising Cultural Quarters (Planning, Practice & 
Research, Vol. 18, No. 4 pp. 293–306)
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• Smaller differing streetscapes are required in strategic locations within the CBD to create places of 
interest and talking points not only for students but also for families, business people and tourists. 
This would create foot traffic between precincts that would bring back business into the CBD. 
Foot traffic is a major factor for a business to survive.

• More free live entertainment is required to create vibrancy, especially between 5pm and 9pm. 

• Deakin needs to take a leadership role and be active with local community and business. 

• Businesses have no confidence in the City of Greater Geelong, red tape and bureaucracy. Council 
is seen as a blocker rather than an encourager/promoter of doing business within CBD.

• There is a perception that Westfield has ‘killed off’ the CBD

• Geelong needs strong vision and good leadership to change the CBD and make it vibrant. 

• There is a perception that parking is an issue. 

• Business can change to cater for students (eg offer cheap deals), however Deakin is currently not 
engaging with local businesses to discuss opportunities. 

• There is a perceived need to change the culture and create incentives for the Geelong community 
to come into the city to do business: (1) to conduct their business out of Westfield and (2) a 
reason to shop out of the super suburbs as they are also ‘sucking the life out of the city’. 

• Businesses are adaptable - provide the people and demand, they will deliver by opening longer, 
offering cheap eating deals, offer free live entertainment. 

• Students want to be where other students are. 

• There is no amenity after dark, the city shuts down after 5:30pm. 

• There is a perception of personal security issues in the CBD. 

• There has to be more culture in city centre, more activities. 

• Suggestion to make better use of laneways.

LOCAL RETAILER INTERVIEWS
Interviews with local retailers indicated the following key points:
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KEY ACTIONS APPLICABLE TO GEELONG:
The opportunity offered for students and young people to develop and drive the regeneration of 
under-resourced areas, producing a ‘creative’ city, need to be harnessed. The creative student potential in 
the arts, design and architecture faculties have the potential to work with, and further develop, successful 
projects such as the ‘Court House Arts’ to improve the city streetscapes.

Geelong already has a strong collaborative committee developing the vision for the regeneration of the CBD, 
through the Committee for Geelong’s Vision II process. Just as important will be the framework for delivering 
the vision. Ensuring connectedness with the student population, and other relevant stakeholders, through 
each step to achieving the vision will be critical to its success. A sense of ownership by the stakeholders 
will provide momentum and automatically build in the required flexibility required to keep the regeneration 
vibrant. Creating links between students and other stakeholder groups will also improve each group’s 
perception of the other.

There are already great examples of linkages between the local community resources and the current student 
population. The City of Greater Geelong’s Leisurelink Aquatic and Recreation Centre works alongside Deakin 
University in supplying swim cards to anyone on the university residence. Additional opportunities, including 
cultural and artistic facets, to further integrate student populations into the local community need to be explored.

If Geelong offered more purpose-built student accommodation within the city centre, there would need to be 
supporting amenities developed to provide incentives for students to want to reside there. These could be 
gym facilities, leisure areas, appropriately inviting cafes and bars, laundrettes and community garden areas, 
meeting places and lively entertainment areas. 

Attractive amenities are not enough to ensure success – the population must have easy access in a form that 
is sympathetic to the amenity. For example, Townsville’s implementation of weather protected paths, cycle 
access routes, vegetated and naturally cooled streets provide an ideal and attractive welcome into the Strand 
development precinct. Also, interconnection between the different destinations (cultural, recreational, retail, 
accommodation, HEI and transport) in the CBD needs to be accessible and inviting.

CASE STUDIES TO REFER TO:
Birmingham, Townsville, Eindhoven, Project for Public Spaces

Article - Importance of amenities to US Universities
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CASE STUDY: BIRMINGHAM

KEY SUCCESS fACTORS/ lESSOnS lEARnT
• Council became more active and inclusive of stakeholders in development policies and decisions.

• Focus was placed on green urban areas and links between key components of the city (HEI, 
transport, cultural, social, economic).

• Students were recognised as a resource and utilised to assist and drive the regeneration project, 
essentially acting as social planning consultants.

• Recognition that creative and cultural spaces were required.

bACKGROUnd:
Despite Birmingham being host to three HEIs the student population itself is invisible, in that many 
students live away from the city in suburban areas with a high population commuting from other 
towns and neighbourhoods. The main streets and malls do not provide any student atmosphere and 
students rarely venture into the city itself for day-to-day needs and lifestyle. Recently, the student 
community has become slightly visible on weekends in response to a ‘city centre regeneration project’ 
that has provided new meeting places and a more lively entertainment district within one area of the 
city. However this has failed to be successful in luring students into the city except for specific events 
hosted on the weekends and the atmosphere still seems to be lacking considerably. 

RElEVAnCE TO GEElOnG:
Geelong occupies a very similar space to Birmingham with an ‘invisible’ student population that 
would predominantly prefer to spend leisure and recreation time in Melbourne.
Similar opportunities exist to use the skills and abilities of the student population to assist with 
the regeneration of the city centre and improve the connectedness of the student population to the 
Geelong community. Geelong is also well-placed to apply the less-is-more ethos of Birmingham in the 
quest to regenerate the city centre – see Project for Public Spaces case study.

KEY STRATEGIES IMPlEMEnTEd:
The Council has ensured that businesses and stakeholders throughout the city view the universities 
as solid partners for the training of qualified personnel in social policy and preferred consultants 
relevant to planning and implementing initiatives. The university is now more aligned with the local 
economy and business needs, opening up more opportunities for students to stay after graduation.

There has been a more active approach to socially involve City Council Projects, such as the ‘Gallery 
37’ project (similar to the Courthouse Arts project), so that students can be actively involved in 
developing a cultural hub with broad appeal. 

Birmingham has also worked hard to transform its physical face and is transitioning towards a new 
socio-economic environment including high quality residential options and a city that promotes 
culture and education as centre stage.

The two key areas of focus that Birmingham believes will assist are:
• Governance and networking. HEIs need to forge stronger connections with the local economy and 

council, potentially providing cultural and personal services, research and development services. 

• Increase attractiveness of the city. Improvements in cultural and social amenity need to be 
made to attract and retain students (and other members of the community). Recognition that 
‘micro-scale’ projects rather than big infrastructure can be effective (cost and impact).
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ACCOMMOdATIOn 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
One of the key themes to emerge from all case studies was the high turnover rate in student accommodation 
and the dynamically changing preferences of students. For rental properties this causes issues as local 
residents become aggravated by densely populated streets of student houses. This has also caused problems 
with the rental market as prices increase and make it harder for young families to rent. In Eindhoven, 
Loughborough and St Angela’s the common solution has been to develop purpose-built independent 
accommodation options that offer short term renting and that are all privately managed. 

• Eindhoven implemented a strategy that involved categorising housing availability into: undergraduate; 
exchange/short stayers, and graduates/young researchers. This made it easier to find developers who are 
willing to invest in developments. Eindhoven has also converted many old buildings within the city centre 
that are not being used, as well as shop-top apartments into accommodation options.

• Loughborough has had repeated dilemmas with accommodation and has moved away from using rental 
properties converted into student houses, to using purpose-built accommodation that consists of flats 
and units; mainly 4, 5 and 6 bedroom units. This was achieved by private developers and operates 
independently of the university, however the accommodation meets the specific needs of students 
without the restrictions of a university-run establishment. The developers refurbished and restructured 
old brownfield sites offering complete complexes to students. These facilities include swipe card access, 
broadband access, double beds, en-suites and contents insurance in the rent price, while some also include a 
mix of facilities that can be used by students and the wider community i.e. gymnasiums, cafes etc. 

• St Angela’s College offers an enormous amount of student accommodation on campus but also works 
alongside independent student housing options that offer accommodation in respect to houses, units and 
student villages. The university is proactive in ensuring that all students are aware of their surrounding 
options rather than simply the university accommodation. Refer case study p32. 

A number of universities internationally and nationally, including Canberra, UNSW, RMIT, have partnership 
arrangements with private operators (i.e. Campus Living Villages7), which range from referral, joint 
partnerships, BOOT schemes (Build, Operate, Own, Transfer) or transfer of existing land or facilities. This 
enables the costs and risks of managing, operating and maintaining student accommodation to be provided 
by a student accommodation specialist. RMIT Village is an example of such a facility operated by Campus 
Living Villages that provides a range of self-contained apartments of different sizes for rental periods of 44 – 
52 weeks within a student environment.

KEY ACTIOnS APPlICAblE TO GEElOnG
• Within Geelong, off-campus student accommodation is limited to a few central Geelong options, 

including Carlton Hotel and Ryrie Hall, however it typically comprises 3–4 bedroom homes in areas such as 
Grovedale, Belmont and Waurn Ponds. The accommodation is generally inadequate, of poor standard 
and maintenance and relatively high cost ($150/bed, 4BR house returning $600/wk). Similar to overseas 
examples cited, such housing creates tensions in urban areas where these facilities are not managed or 
designed for student needs. Council has experienced significant opposition from residents in areas close to the 
Waurn Ponds campus about such activity including traffic congestion, noise and anti-social behaviour. 

Deakin University currently provides on-campus accommodation at Waurn Ponds but has a deliberate 
strategy of not providing additional accommodation, leaving this to the private rental/housing market to 
provide. Deakin University provides off-campus housing advice through student housing officers and the 
online ‘houseme’ program identifying short-term accommodation options (limited in Geelong) and enabling 
landlords to upload properties for rent/lease (predominantly large houses). While directly providing housing 
for students may not be core business, networking students into housing opportunities is considered to be an 
important part of the student care/attraction package. Housing support options for existing and prospective 
students falls short of the service models provided overseas (such as St Angela’s College, RMIT ‘housing for 
students’) which include detailed student packs, direct links to accommodation providers, more interactive 
information and so on. Opportunities exist for relationships, either formal or informal, to be made with 
student accommodation specialists.

Geelong has the potential to follow options like Eindhoven and Loughborough and convert brownfield sites 
into complete accommodation centres, purpose-built for students. Shop-top living is also potentially available 
in Geelong but, as the Loughborough study concludes, students strongly prefer sticking together as a 
community, so they are drawn into student dense areas and feel comfortable in such. 

7  http://www.campuslivingvillages.com 
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A powerful student atmosphere is offered in purpose-built developments, however as the studies of 
Eindhoven and Birmingham heavily emphasise, there needs to be investment from independent developers 
hence the need for a steady relationship between the university, community and developer. 

The population density in Geelong (724 people/ km2) is well below the densities of the international cities 
discussed (around 2400 people/km2), which is a key challenge to the uptake of denser housing within the city. 

Conversations with real estate and development industry representatives suggests that central Geelong has 
capacity within underutilised sites (shop tops), adaptive reuse of buildings (eg former woolstore buildings) 
and redevelopment sites to provide a range of accommodation choices appealing to students, teachers, 
visitors and other aspiring inner city residents. Indeed, there is some indication of a changing appetite for 
inner city living8 with a range of new housing projects ranging from shop top renovation to larger apartment 
complexes approved. Some CBD businesses anticipate a new student dynamic with the Deakin waterfront 
campus moving away from short (six–week) period attendance and periods of inactivity, to more regular use 
and greater accommodation demand and general activity.  

POTENTIAL BARRIERS
The key barriers (particularly for student accommodation construction) from discussions and feedback from 
traders, property and development specialists, architects and planners were considered to be:
• Cost to ‘pioneer develop’ – high risk to be paid by initial investor if establishing a specialised form of 

housing in a new accommodation market like central Geelong. The need for attractive/attractor elements 
(other students, amenity and activity, culture etc) for students to spend $200/week for a one-bedroom 
apartment in CBD when similar amount can get something larger, with other students and no parking 
limitations elsewhere.

• Reluctance for Deakin to participate in delivering housing solutions – considers that more active 
involvement (i.e. ‘Affiliated House’ RMIT program) would add value to Deakin brand. 

• Development financing – apartments under 65m2 not considered acceptable security - banks tend to 
look for projects with quick turnover sales potential rather than lease/renting propositions required for 
student housing or projects with stringent permit conditions/restrictions. 

• Super funds (anecdotally) are specifically not investing in student accommodation housing models. 
Planning permits and Council requirement for car parking for student accommodation and shop-top 
housing creates nervousness for developers/investors.

IMAGINE THE OPPORTUNITIES…
… to create more student housing in central Geelong:

• Deakin and The Gordon forging partnerships with private providers (formal or informal);

• Encouraging more international students, which would assist in driving student apartment construction 
given greater spending/lease and purchase capacity;

• Taking an effective planning approach (noting that planning processes are complex and on their own are 
not a solution)

• Creating incentives for student housing providers eg. Council support in facilitating land assembly or rate 
relief for a project establishment phase (or payback over time) to enable a student housing market to 
establish itself;

• Places Victoria involvement in a student housing project;

• Ensuring student housing choices are flexible, affordable, dynamic, allow for social interaction, are 
integrated into the urban fabric and community (not too dispersed, tucked out of the way, or part of a 
gated or closed ‘citadel’) and varied; 

• Offering a mix of smaller group houses and larger establishments, with purpose-built facilities containing a 
mix of uses and activity at ground level such as shops (potentially a Gordon course outpost – hairdressing, 
florist etc), cafes, bars, mini marts, creative spaces, gyms etc, which add to a sense of student 
atmosphere and encourage other activities, broader visitation and provide a source of jobs for students. 

• Ongoing investment in infrastructure (such as lighting, seating and paving, connections), events and 
cultural facilities. 

• Marketing the student city aspects as part of a broader marketing and promotion strategy.

8  CBD Rent Boom (Geelong Advertiser 12/11/11), 
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CASE STUDIES TO REFER TO:
Loughborough
Eindhoven
St Angela’s College
Birmingham

LOUGHBOROUGH, UNITED KINGDOM – A PRéCIS 

KEY SUCCESS fACTORS/ lESSOnS lEARnT
• Student accommodation can have significant impacts, positive and negative on local rental 

markets.

• Purpose-built developments can provide for large numbers of students and meet most, if not all, 
student needs.

• Purpose-built student accommodation can have negative impacts on the local community, 
creating an ‘us and them’ mentality, therefore social cohesion, from both students and local 
community perspectives, needs to be recognised and managed.

bACKGROUnd:
Throughout the UK there has been an evolution of student accommodation during the last seven 
years with the quality of private sector accommodation continuing to rise. The general norm for 
off-campus student accommodation involves en-suite facilities, high-speed data networks, large 
floor areas with additional features such as social areas, study areas and gymnasium facilities. 
The proliferation of privately rented student housing has created a number of social and cultural 
conflicts that have attempted to be addressed by the introduction of new, purpose-built, off-campus 
accommodation developments for students. In essence this case study confirms that a single model 
for student accommodation in isolation has potential to negatively impact on the local community and 
that a multi-faceted approach is the best method to successfully integrate student populations into the 
broader community.

RElEVAnCE TO GEElOnG:
Purpose-built student accommodations provide the opportunity to bring an instant community 
to Geelong CBD. This community is not intended to be the sole residential occupier in the CBD, 
but it is recognised that something is required to kick-start the interest in CBD living – student 
accommodation could be an opportunity.

The student preferences for socialising and the arts can promote vibrancy and provide for 
complementary business opportunities. These complementary services needs to be carefully 
considered and not solely focused on students in order to provide attractiveness and resilience to  
the CBD.
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TRAnSPORT

SUMMARY Of fIndInGS
The research for transport among other student cities internationally (Birmingham, Eindhoven, Galway) and 
on a domestic level (Townsville) was not conclusive regarding options that best suit students or a particular 
city. A summary of the studies indicates a number of relevant points:

• The study of St Angela’s College in Galway showed that it is important to provide incentives for students 
to use public transport. 

• The study of Townsville suggests that to become a sustainable city all facilities and services need to 
be provided within one dense cultural hub, which reduces the amount of traffic within the city and the 
need for travel. Implementations include pathways and bike lanes that have surrounding environmental 
aspects such as weather protection and drinking fountains, to encourage people to take options other 
than driving and to enable better access to public transport outlets. 

• The tram spine is a great idea for Geelong (North - South Spine along Moorabool St and East - West 
along Ryrie St) and would be publically accepted as indicated by public review in the recent Geelong 
Advertiser reports on Vision II, however it is not financially feasible without significant funding. 

• Trams or other public transport modes (cycling, buses, walking) are effective as our comparable case 
studies indicate. Geelong’s future public transport should be sustainable, with more frequent arrivals 
and departures, reducing the car parking requirements. The Department of Transport has indicated that 
the current Moorabool St Bus precinct is at capacity and to increase bus routes and offer more regular 
services more frontage is required to service the demand. Without a significant cultural or behaviour 
change in public transport and parking within Geelong there appears to be no simple solution. 

• Developer research suggests that 1 car space to 2 or 2.5 students is about the right ratio. Council should 
be proactive and develop/promote policies that waive parking for such proposals. While this might 
place additional parking burdens on street this creates a more viable market proposition for provision/
investment in multi storey car parks by the private sector. 

As this report looks at the student aspect a further study is required to understand the transport needs of the 
city. Students have indicated that transport is not a major factor for them.

KEY ACTIOnS APPlICAblE TO GEElOnG
Geelong could benefit from making structural changes to streets such as widening footpaths and increasing 
outdoor seating at cafes and open shop fronts. This would potentially invite more people to make use of the 
streets as pedestrians. People will enjoy the walk to work, university or to the train station if it is inviting. 
Drivers will likely choose alternative routes if impacted by widened footpaths. Eindhoven has taken this a 
step further by introducing a car-free street (see Eindhoven case study p30). 

CASE STUdIES TO REfER TO:
Townsville - Pathways to Urban Sustainability
St Angela’s College, Galway, Ireland
Projects for Public Spaces
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CASE STUDY IN BRIEF: ST ANGELA’S COLLEGE, SLIGO 

KEY SUCCESS fACTORS/ lESSOnS lEARnT:
Higher Education Institutions are the most utilised sources of information for students – use the 
university and TAFE as a key communication channel to provide other information.

bACKGROUnd:
St Angela’s College of Ireland, Galway provides a great example of where the university and community 
are successfully and productively working together. St Angela’s has recognised the need to work 
cooperatively with sectors outside of the university’s boundaries to ensure that students are exposed to the 
most enjoyable and successful experience within the host community and the university.

RElEVAnCE TO GEElOnG:
Saint Angela’s College provides a good example of how partnerships between private developers and 
HEIs can produce excellent student and local benefits, while being economically attractive.

KEY STRATEGY IMPlEMEnTEd:
The College offers a wide variety of accommodation with respect to houses, units and student villages 
that are all run independently of the university. However the university itself offers each accepted 
student with a detailed information pack on these options along with the options of accommodation 
run privately by the university. Each independent accommodation option provides full broadband 
access and access to gym facilities included in the rent price

The college website also offers links to various other services that can assist in helping students make 
the right choices when it comes to renting independently or deciding over an informal or formal lease 
agreement with the landlord or agent. These services have been set up by the community to enable 
students to fully understand their rights and responsibilities as adults out of the parental home for 
the first time and offers confidence and support through the cooperation of the university and society 
rather than each being separate entities. 

With regard to transport, there is a university bus that is run independently of the local transport 
services which operates as a shuttle bus from accommodation units and from the town centre into 
the university. Both domestic and international students are eligible for concessions as long as they 
provide their student card. On top of this there are also incentives offered to students to make good 
use of public transport where each student who uses public transport collects points each journey 
which add up to discounts and rewards. For example each student who registers with the bus line is 
eligible to receive gift vouchers or one of four netbooks each semester.

TOWNSVILLE: A SUMMARY
1. Five key principles were used for planning and development – the principles were retained and 

promoted as a scorecard

2. Barriers can be overcome by financial and regulatory incentives and facilitation among stakeholder groups 

3. Aspirations were formed and ‘priority factors’ were labelled as necessary improvements

4. Key focus areas identified as:

	More footpaths,
	 Fewer cars,
	Have housing near ‘usual destinations’ and infrastructure, and
	 Attractive transit points.

RElEVAnCE TO GEElOnG:
Although Geelong has gone some way with the coordination of various stakeholder groups through 
G21, potential still exists for improvements particularly when it comes to actions being implemented. 
Incentive schemes such as Townsville implemented may provide the opportunity to improve 
stakeholder support.

A scorecard or hitlist of agreed improvements, supported by the stakeholder group is something 
that could be applied in Geelong. Ownership of the plan engenders more support and drive in 
implementing by stakeholders.
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COnClUSIOn And ACKnOWlEdGEMEnTS
Overlaying the multitude of opportunities available to improve the vibrancy of the CBD is the management 
structure to achieve the vision. Key themes of inclusion and flexibility exist in the majority of the case 
studies explored. Interestingly, a number of case studies advised against large-scale, capital-intensive 
redevelopments in favour of smaller, incremental improvements that allowed ‘market testing’ and flexibility to 
be built in to the revitalisation at an early stage.

Opposition to increasing ‘studentification’ of city is generally related to perceptions rather than fact. Barriers 
can be addressed and overcome only if they are fully understood. A key learning from the case studies is the 
need to investigate and confirm the actual source of resistance and ensure that is addressed without reacting 
based on assumptions.

One of the main factors that Eindhoven has emphasised is the need to acknowledge that a high level of 
ambition may not succeed. Eindhoven originally held a target to achieve a 24-hour student city that was 
lively and vibrant, however this failed due to lack of real strategic cooperation within the city. Eindhoven now 
aims at stepping stone achievements by having a lower level of ambition.

Although Geelong has gone some way with the coordination of various stakeholder groups, potential still 
exists for improvements, particularly when it comes to actions being implemented. Incentive schemes may 
provide opportunities to improve stakeholder support and there are myriad opportunities through aligned 
marketing activities focusing on the student city aspects via Deakin, The Gordon, Council, Committee for 
Geelong and G21.

In summary, the research indicates that the greatest potential for making changes that are likely to succeed 
lie in improving amenities for students. Furthermore, these changes need not be costly or largescale capital 
works – instead the changes require genuine engagement and strong leadership.

bACKGROUnd TO dVd
To provide visual research support, a DVD has been developed that gives a students insight into the key 
elements of the host city that are important to them when selecting a HEI to attend. Our research has shown 
that readily available amenities such as social meeting places, cultural activities and entertainment at a 
relatively low cost are important. Cheap accommodation is also a key factor.

The DVD, filmed in Melbourne and Geelong, has been developed from the students perspective and explains 
what it is that attracts a lot of students to major cities such as Melbourne and how Geelong can learn from 
this. Geelong has its own advantages, with an award-winning waterfront, but does it have the vibrancy that a 
major city has?

The insights from the DVD will show how we can build on our own advantages and develop the vibrancy 
students long for, in order to become a student city of choice.

ACKnOWlEdGMEnTS
The project team wishes to acknowledge contributions from a range of people involved in retail, property 
development, government, architecture and education sectors who helped refine our project scope, provided 
their time, valuable contributions and ideas including - Tony Bugden (Panache), Frank Costa (Costa 
Property Group), Todd Devine (Opteon), Peter Dorling (Committee for Geelong), Wayne Jennings (Glengarry 
Developments), Bob Gartland (Gartland Real Estate), Jane den Hollander (Deakin University), Steve Bentley, 
Kaz Paton and Patti Manolis (City of Greater Geelong), Mark Sanders (Third Ecology), Grant Sutherland (The 
Gordon), Renee Turner (Townsville Enterprise), Grace Alvaro (Cravings).

The project team also acknowledges the work of another Leaders for Geelong Project (2007/09) ‘Vibrant 
and Safe Geelong Night Life’ the findings of which hold strongly with the observations this project has made. 
Reinforced through our student interviews and research, providing a safe and vibrant night life is a critical 
part of creating an environment that is attractive to students for living, learning and recreation. 
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APPEndIX

CASE STUDIES
The case study cities were selected as ‘university cities’ that display similar characteristics to Geelong in 
comparable population sizes, a similar distance from a major capital, located with a bay frontage, and have 
experienced a period of economic transition. 

• Galway, Ireland – coastal port, 6th largest and fastest growing city in Ireland, 75,000 pop 140km from 
Dublin, vibrant lifestyle and events, popular tourism destination; 

• Loughborough, UK – centre of 60,000 near major city of Leicester and approximately 150km from 
London, university is largest employer and 5th ranked university in UK; 

• Birmingham, UK – the largest city outside London (160km away) at over one million people, has 
three universities and two colleges that, along with banking and public administration, are the major 
employers. 

• Eindhoven, Netherlands – 5th largest city at 213,000, 106km from Amsterdam, economy built on ‘high 
tech’ knowledge industries;

• Townsville, Qld – a coastal city of 185,000 with a port, experiencing significant economic activity and 
inner city rejuvenation following relocation of rail yards; 

• Newcastle, NSW – similar sized city to Geelong at 288,000, 160km from Sydney, major coal port and 
responding to an industrial employment base transition. University is largest employer. 

The case studies provide a useful insight into what, and how, other cities have achieved and the problems 
they have encountered in their endeavour to produce a sustainable student city. The vision includes promoting 
economic and business development in conjunction with the Higher Education Institutions (HEI) present in 
their surroundings. The studies of Loughborough, Townsville, St Angela’s College and the insight into the 
organisation of Projects for Public Spaces all provide information and specific tactics on how they have 
improved sustainable environments and addressed problems of accommodation, amenities and transport. 

On the other hand, the studies of Eindhoven and Birmingham provide information on actual citywide 
strategies that are important in providing a comprehensive urban strategy for a ‘student friendly’ city. These 
strategies focus more on cooperation and contact with key stakeholders such as the city council, businesses 
and the HEIs, in a bid to improve economy, social and cultural structure. The most important factors to take 
away from the Birmingham and Eindhoven studies include the need to implement strategies that:

• attract students to the city,

• assist students with high quality services and integration opportunities into a solid community,

• house the students in appropriate and supported accommodation with available amenities to sustain 
attractiveness and willingness to accommodate such areas, and

• empower the students so that they feel as if they are a part of the community rather than a visitor for the 
purpose and duration of their studies. This works to filter the students into the community and business 
opportunities, ensuring that there is a cycle of integration from student to community member and 
keeping human capital and skill locally involved. 

The applicability to Geelong of these studies is varied, as many involve a large amount of local and federal 
government investment, along with a solid relationship between the HEIs and independent developers to 
provide sufficient structural and educational changes. However, the Project for Public Spaces organisation 
emphasises that many successful changes can be made with little structural changes - many small changes 
such as more urban and green environment can heavily influence one’s positive perceptions of an area. 
Geelong will need to focus on the city if/when the Waterfront campus expands to include more students, 
to ensure students are offered the cultural and urban hub that can provide the foundation and success of 
student accommodation within this area. 
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CASE STUdY: PROfIlES Of STUdEnT CITIES

KEY SUCCESS fACTORS/ lESSOnS lEARnT:
• Cultural & social hubs are essential

• Strong relationships (council, HEI, private, community) are critical

• Relevance of the HEI to the local community (culturally & economically)

bACKGROUnd:
A comprehensive study into nine different cities throughout Europe, The Student City - Strategic Planning for 
Student Communities in EU Cities, determined that student cities could be categories into three distinct types 
of cities:
• Type 1 – cities undergoing economic transition,

• Type 2 – second-tier cities where the HEI is not connected to the community, and

• Type 3 – cities with traditional and strong links with HEIs, providing real benefits to the community (i.e. a 
successful student city).

The relevance to Geelong can be seen in both Type 1 and Type 2 categories.

Type 1 student cities are characterised by an inability to keep students in the city during and after their 
university studies. Primary reasons include the lack of relevant and challenging jobs after education is 
completed and perceived lack of quality of life – in both accommodation and social amenity spheres. 
These cities lack a clear and coordinated vision, linking all relevant areas of the community and typically 
have under-developed physical and cultural attributes. European Union examples of Type 1 cities include 
Eindhoven, Rotterdam, Lille and Venice. 

Type 2 student cities are generally the second city in the national context, having historically developed 
around unique strengths or industries. A strong and academically respected HEI exists, but it has little 
links or recognition within the rest of the community. These cities need to look at new opportunities to 
maintain competitiveness and relevance in the changing environment. These cities tend to be dominated by 
‘old-style’ thinking and a reliance on historical strength. European Union examples of Type 2 cities include 
Birmingham, Munich and Lyon.

Type 3 student cities are typically the ‘successful’ student cities, with strong links between community and 
HEIs and successful student-community integration. Students contribute to, and consume, cultural services 
within the community. Typical European Union examples of Type 3 student cities include Utrecht and Helsinki.

RElEVAnCE TO GEElOnG:
Geelong has many similarities in situation with both Type 1 & 2 student cities. Many of the challenges 
explored in this study are, or will be, of relevance to Geelong. Similarly, the methods in tackling these 
challenges are also applicable

KEY STRATEGIC RElATIOnShIPS:
Sustainable city and university relationship: This type of model has been suggested as it is valuable 
in assessing points of strength and weakness in relationships between the city and the HEIs for urban 
development. Usually Type 1 and 2 cities display an unequal balance with one sector contributing much less 
than the other.

Sustainable university/ business relationship: it has been acknowledged that Type 2 cities are usually quite 
adept within this area whereas type 1 cities lack a stable relationship between the two. More often than 
not the higher education communities throughout Type 1 cities do not always work in the interests of the 
local community and economy. A weak relationship between these two sectors means that businesses will 
not contribute to the development of the community, that of the HEI community and that of the city’s local 
community, which hinders the ability for the community to operate to its full potential.

Sustainable relationship between city and private sector: Type 1 cities can have difficulties developing an 
entrepreneurial class that is fundamental in strengthening the community and the economy. A mis-match 
in the local private sector jobs market and the skills of graduating students will result in an exodus of 
new graduates away from the city. Students in Type 2 cities can also struggle through their study years 
experiencing difficulties in coordinating classes, accommodation, social and cultural activities that can colour 
their perception of the city, resulting in a tendency to seek jobs elsewhere after study concludes.
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bARRIERS:
Explicit use of the excellence of higher education to promote the city as a business and study location: 
cities often underrate the importance of using the potential for the higher education sector as a selling point. 
A coordinated and inclusive planning approach is required for this to be successful.

Settlement patterns of the student population: Student settlement patterns and demands differ to most 
other sectors, hence an alternative and multi-faceted approach is required. Some key lessons from the case 
studies show that the following are counter-productive to sustainable student settlement:

• Relying on rigid regulations to limit the inflow of students in residential areas, 

• Allowing the subdivision of large flats to house numerous students brings about a decline in housing 
values and irreversible loss in overall housing quality of the city, 

• Not involving students in housing solution design, and

• The lack of acknowledgement that informal stakeholders can enhance or hinder impacts from student 
communities in the desired direction.

COMPREhEnSIVE URbAn STRATEGY fOR A ‘STUdEnT fRIEndlY’ CITY
The following are influential in promoting a student friendly city throughout Type 1 and Type 2 student cities:
Attracting the student: marketing the city as a student friendly city.
Assisting the student: offering high quality services for welcoming and assisting the students in order to 
achieve a better integration within the host community.
Housing the students: optimal pattern of student settlement according to local contexts with minimum 
impact of student communities upon the local housing market.
Empowering the students: recognition of a ‘right of citizenship’, of the students role in local decisions 
varying from informal consultation arrangements to direct democratic participation.
Increasing the opportunities of contact: between students and other local stakeholders, integrating the 
students into the web of relationships that enhances the ability of universities to embed themselves into the 
city fabric.
Keeping students linked to the city: so that human capital is not dispersed after the completion of studies.

SOURCES/ fURThER InfORMATIOn:
The Student City - Strategic Planning for Student Communities in EU Cities
Antonio Russo, Leo van den Berg, Mariangela Lavanga,
European Institute for Comparative Urban Research (EURICUR),
Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands
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CASE STUdY: PROJECT fOR PUblIC SPACES 

KEY SUCCESS fACTORS/ lESSOnS lEARnT:
• Perception changes is the key to improvements

• Small, inexpensive improvements can achieve big results.

• Stakeholder engagement & inclusion is the only way to overcome opposition.

bACKGROUnd:
Project for Public Spaces (PPS) is a nonprofit planning, design and educational organisation dedicated 
to helping people create and sustain public spaces that build stronger communities. Their pioneering 
Placemaking approach assists community members to transform their public spaces into vital places that 
highlight local assets, spur rejuvenation and serve common needs.

PPS was founded in 1975 to expand on the work of William (Holly) Whyte, the author of The Social 
Life of Small Urban Spaces. Since then, they have completed projects in over 2,500 communities in 40 
countries. Partnering with public and private organisations, federal, state and municipal agencies, business 
improvement districts, neighborhood associations and other civic groups, they improve communities by 
fostering successful public spaces.

PPS has nine program areas, including CBDs, civic centres and campuses, and also provides training and 
resources through their website and publications. PPS has become an internationally recognized center for 
resources, tools and inspiration about Placemaking.

In its broadest application, Placemaking is a catalyst for building healthy, sustainable and economically 
viable cities of the future.

RElEVAnCE TO GEElOnG:
Several of the PPS projects are relevant to Geelong’s current position and the direction we are heading. The 
Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper philosophy could also be used effectively in the future vision for the CBD.
Key projects that PPS have been involved in that are relevant to Geelong include:

• Yale University: College/Chapel District

• Vassar College, Arlington District: A Revitalization Plan

• Olde Town Arvada

KEY STRATEGY IMPlEMEnTEd:
The PPS philosophy revolves around the concept of Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper (LQC), a low-cost, high-impact 
incremental framework for improving your community in short order.

LQC describes a local development strategy that is lower risk and lower cost, capitalising on the creative 
energy of the community to efficiently generate new uses and revenue for places in transition.

LQC can take many forms, requiring varying degrees of time, money, and effort, and the spectrum of 
interventions should be seen as an iterative means to build lasting change. PPS often start with Amenities 
and Public Art, followed by Event and Intervention Projects, which lead to Light Development strategies for 
long-term change. By championing use over design and capital-intensive construction, LQC interventions 
strike a balance between providing comfortable spaces for people to enjoy while generating the revenue 
necessary for maintenance and management.

PPS works to support communities to create great destinations through the LQC process. Their demonstration 
projects draw upon local assets and people to transform underutilised urban spaces into exciting laboratories 
that reward citizens with authentic places and provide a boost to areas in need. These projects provide a 
powerful means of translating stakeholder visioning into physical reality.
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Successful CBD’s are made up of lively and distinct destinations or places where the many functions of the 
community can take place. PPS believes there needs to be at least ten destinations/ places in a successful 
CBD. However, this does not have to be through completely new developments – look to maximize the use 
and potential of existing sites.

Aspects of PPS developments typically include:
• Traffic calming,

• Widening footpaths & utilization to improve perception of vitality,

• New public spaces and networked secondary spaces, and

• Streetscape improvements.

bARRIERS & SOlUTIOnS:
Barriers can only be overcome if they are defined – stakeholder engagement and inclusion is critical. To 
provide a solution, you must understand exactly what the opposition is about – is it the widening of the 
footpath or just the location of the street cafe in front of a shop window?

Turning places around is often a matter of changing perceptions. Low-cost, aesthetic improvements can often 
lead to a significant improvement in perceptions and the associated benefits from this shift.

SOURCES/ fURThER InfORMATIOn:
Project for Public Spaces website – www.pps.org
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KEY SUCCESS fACTORS/ lESSOnS lEARnT:
• Council became more active and inclusive of stakeholders in development policies and decisions.

• Focus was placed on green urban areas and links between key components of the city (HEI, transport, 
cultural, social, economic).

• Students were recognised as a resource and utilised to assist and drive the regeneration project, 
essentially acting as social planning consultants.

• Recognition that creative and cultural spaces were required.

bACKGROUnd:
Birmingham, although a much larger city than Geelong, has the same industrial background and is host to 
three HEIs. Many students are attracted to the city because of reputation of these HEIs, however most of the 
students leave the city upon completion of their studies. 

Despite Birmingham being host to three HEIs the student population itself is invisible, in that many 
students live away from the city in suburban areas with a high population commuting from other towns 
and neighbourhoods. The main streets and malls do not provide any student atmosphere and students 
rarely venture into the city itself for day-to-day needs and lifestyle. Recently, the student community has 
become slightly visible on weekends in response to a ‘city centre regeneration project’ that has provided new 
meeting places and a more lively entertainment district within one area of the city. However this has failed 
to be successful in luring students into the city except for specific events hosted on the weekends and the 
atmosphere still seems to be lacking considerably. 

CASE STUdY: bIRMInGhAM
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It appears that although Birmingham’s economic structure is well established, young graduates are 
deterred from staying around to establish careers based on the lack of cultural and social characteristics 
that are increasingly fundamental in determining career location choices throughout the young generation 
of graduates. Due to the lack of cultural and social characteristics more predominant in other ‘young’, ‘hip’ 
cities, Birmingham has embarked on a city centre regeneration project aimed at transforming the city’s image 
from a dull industrial hub to a post modern, visitor friendly, arenaRelevance to Geelong:

• Geelong occupies a very similar space to Birmingham with an ‘invisible’ student population that would 
predominantly prefer to spend leisure and recreation time in Melbourne.

• Similar opportunities exist to use the skills and abilities of the student population to assist with the 
regeneration of the city centre and improve the connectedness of the student population to the Geelong 
community.

• Geelong is also well-placed to apply the less-is-more ethos of Birmingham in the quest to regenerate the 
city centre – see Project for Public Spaces case study.

KEY STRATEGIES IMPlEMEnTEd:
Council became aware of the opportunities offered by students to assist, direct and drive the regeneration of 
problem areas and neighbourhoods. Using student skill and enthusiasm in such areas allowed students to become 
more embedded and connected to the community and has exposed opportunities for a more creative city. 

The Council has ensured that businesses and stakeholders throughout the city view the universities as solid 
partners for the training of qualified personnel in social policy and preferred consultants relevant to planning 
and implementing initiatives. The university is now more aligned with the local economy and business 
needs, opening up more opportunities for students to stay after graduation.

There has been a more active approach to socially involve City Council Projects, such as the ‘Gallery 37’ 
project (similar to the Courthouse Arts project), so that students can be actively involved in developing a 
cultural hub with broad appeal. 

Birmingham has also worked hard to transform its physical face and is transitioning towards a new 
socio-economic environment including high quality residential options and a city that promotes culture and 
education as centre stage.

bARRIERS & SOlUTIOnS:
Students have highly dynamic and varying social preferences – often changing year-to-year. This requires 
a flexible and adaptive community to respond and continue to service the student sector. Instead of being 
a barrier, this creates an opportunity to develop resilience within the community to face the continually 
changing landscape both in relation to students and other external factors.

HEIs and students were left out of the development of some key cultural and social initiatives, which resulted 
in a lack of interest and use by students. This included a disconnect between council and HEI’s promotional 
campaigns, both nationally and internationally.

The two key areas of focus that Birmingham believes will assist in addressing the above issues are:
• Governance and networking. HEIs need to forge stronger connections with the local economy and 

council, potentially providing cultural and personal services, research and development services. 

• Increase attractiveness of the city. Improvements in cultural and social amenity need to be made to 
attract and retain students (and other members of the community). Recognition that ‘micro-scale’ projects 
rather than big infrastructure can be effective (cost and impact).

SOURCES/ fURThER InfORMATIOn:
Projects for Public Spaces – www.pps.org
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CASE STUdY: TOWnSVIllE

KEY SUCCESS fACTORS/ lESSOnS lEARnT:
• Stakeholder buy-in in the planning and implementation is critical

• Incentives can be employed to improve stakeholder group engagement

• Keeping and advertising a scorecard of results can keep interest in the project

bACKGROUnd:
Townsville has recently implemented a number of initiatives aimed at revitalising the city, two of which are 
the ‘Paths to Urban Sustainability Project’ and the ‘Townsville Revitalisation Project’. 

PAThS TO URbAn SUSTAInAbIlITY:
Paths to Urban Sustainability was initiated by a workshop run by the James Cook University. The workshop 
aimed to help decision makers in developing the campus and surrounding environment into a vibrant and 
sustainable urban hub. A number of theoretical frameworks were developed throughout the workshop and 
were compared to current urban sustainability implementation planning projects. 

The workshop involved a number of ‘think and discuss’ processes that were aimed at developing main goals 
and aspirations relevant to what was ‘essential’ for the university and Townsville itself. The participants of the 
workshop involved representatives from; the regional hospital, major shopping complexes, Townsville Mayor, 
Council and planning representatives, developers and some of the James Cook students and staff.

A major potential goal that was developed throughout the workshop was the need for the integration of land 
use and planning in urban development so that ultimately certain categories of people living and moving 
about that urban landscape produced minimal daily and weekly travel. To achieve this goal the main focus of 
the workshop was to provide a city where relevant accommodation, transport, culture, resources and facilities 
that are specific to student needs are provided within the one cultural hub that is to be the predominant 
student area.

It was recognised that student housing, facilities and complexes cannot be scattered throughout the city but 
must be located in one concentrated and specific area to better enable urban and cultural development whilst 
promoting a sustainable environment.

TOWnSVIllE REVITAlISATIOn PROJECT: REVITAlISATIOn Of TOWnSVIllE  
Cbd AREA:
 
The CBD of Townsville is the city’s economic and social gateway to Northern Queensland. The development 
master plan was forecasting a growth of 30,000 people living or working in the CBD by 2030. To reach such 
a target, considerable and ongoing investment was required into the community infrastructure. A main focus 
has been upon the Townsville CBD and Flinders St Redevelopment that consisted of;

• $56.6m redevelopment plan, which involved creating a main street community hub in the centre of the 
CBD, and

• Supporting funding from the Federal government ($16.2m) and from the State government ($18.9m).

The CBD Task force was established and was in charge of;
• Combining and coordinating stakeholders from government, business and development sectors, and

• Integrating the redevelopment of Flinders Street with growth strategies for other major precincts, such as 
Palmer Street and The Strand.

The Townsville Revitalisation Project began to run under two of the old schemes for the city improvement, 
which ultimately became one the ‘New Planning Scheme’ (City Plan), this scheme underpins the Sustainable 
Planning Act 2009, which promotes the vision of the city to achieve ecologically sustainable development. 

The scheme aims to provide a robust, responsive and transparent environment for simplified development 
assessment and provide a blueprint-like model for the future of economic development and social wellbeing 
of the city. This is not a fast moving plan, the statements of proposal are to be generated by 2012 and the 
set direction created for economic development activity held a timeline from 2009-2016. 

What Townsville mainly tried to achieve is enhanced development with a wide range of stakeholders and to 
ensure that other planning processes are consistent within and around the Townsville region. 
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RElEVAnCE TO GEElOnG:
Although Geelong has gone some way with the coordination of various stakeholder groups, through G21, 
potential still exists for improvements particularly when it comes to actions being implemented. Incentive 
schemes such as that implemented in Townsville may provide the opportunity to improve stakeholder support.

A scorecard or hit list of agreed improvements, supported by the stakeholder group is something that could be 
applied in Geelong. Ownership of the plan engenders more support and drive in implementing by stakeholders.

KEY STRATEGY IMPlEMEnTEd:
Throughout the development program Townsville created a scorecard approach that represented 5 key 
principles and specific implementation strategies;
1. Productive precincts,

2. Skills and business development,

3. Marketing and investment attraction,

4. Infrastructure development, and

5. Tourism precincts.

These five key strategies are incorporated to produce a strong and diversified community an economy that grows 
smarter and engages people and resources collectively and a city that sustains and prospers from its environment. 

bARRIERS & SOlUTIOnS:
The main challenge was achieving a workable cooperation between different aspects of society. There were 
major difficulties in getting even one section of one organisation working cohesively. It was recognised 
throughout the project that many sectors would not work together and many things will not get done without 
incentives and stimulus to build confidence in the cooperation and therefore a, CBD Development Incentives 
Program was introduced. 

This program recognised that immediate stimulus needs to be in the form of facilitative, financial and 
regulatory incentives. Incentives included extended construction hours, site and service access, a sundry fee 
and application charge waiver, car park concessions along with council rates and utilities concessions and 
council headwork concessions. 

RESUlTS:
Townsville identified a number of focus areas to achieve community integration, social fabric, vibrancy and 
enjoyable living including; more footpaths, less cars, more housing near usual destinations and attractive 
transit spots. These focus areas were accompanied by suggestions that were categorised as ‘aspirations’ 
to better enable the success of a sustainable urban environment and city. Aspirations included transport 
systems that link all nodes of the city, reliable public transport, attractive ‘unique’ facilities, a more 
connected, legible and accessible city, more people walking and cycling, fewer roads, community food 
gardens, a healthy people movement and collaborative linkages and networks. 

Although these are the aspirations and goals of Townsville, the workshop also categorised a number of 
priority factors that were labelled as ‘necessary improvements’. These involved; weather protected paths, 
a committed plan for local areas such as specific plans and codes that control development, car parking, 
commitment to community service needs, ensuring links to surrounding neighbourhoods, low energy 
transport and better design in community safety and security. 

The workshop called for a large commitment from all within a diverse mix of people and areas of profession 
to encourage pathways that encourage pedestrian and cyclist migration between precincts along vegetated, 
naturally shaded and cool water features. 

Ultimately, the James Cook Workshop supported a desire for a sustainable and low cost environment 
that offers people the opportunity to use their surrounding environment rather than travelling to other 
neighbouring precincts for day-to-day needs and lifestyle stimulants. 

SOURCES/ fURThER InfORMATIOn:
Paths to urban sustainability, James Cook University, Townsville
Goudie, Douglas (2009) Paths to urban sustainability, James Cook University, Townsville. Proceedings 
of the 2nd International Urban Design Conference In: 2nd International Urban Design Conference, 2-4 
September 2009, QLD, Australia.
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 KEY SUCCESS fACTORS/ lESSOnS lEARnT:
• Small improvements, building on from each other, can achieve results.

• Coordination between HEI’s, local government & local residents is critical.

bACKGROUnd:
Eindhoven is very similar to Geelong in terms of size, population and distance from a larger, more culturally 
and economically developed city such as Melbourne. The centre of Eindhoven was chaotic with no special 
attractions or urban environment up until the late 1980s, which saw a large movement to try and align its 
urban environment with its economic, social and cultural position. 

This was successful in encouraging and providing hundreds of art exhibitions each year along with 
thousands of mainstream and alternative music and theatre performances. In addition, a high quality 
shopping centre and concert hall was developed that, along with Eindhoven’s natural beauty and open 
space, provide much attraction. However despite such improvements there is still no metropolitan student 
atmosphere present in the city. 

Throughout Eindhoven, there seems to be a noticeable difference between first year and older students for 
housing preferences, older students report a preference to live in the city while many first year students 
either commute or live on-campus in university run residences. Not only is the number of students seeking 
accommodation increasing fast but so is the influx of international students who also need accommodation 
suitable to their short stays. Despite the influx of students in Eindhoven there is a considerable negative 
opinion of the city itself on students’ behalf. Many students report living in Eindhoven because it is less 
expensive than neighbouring cities and the HEIs are more favourable but there is no mention of being 
attracted to Eindhoven as a city itself. As is the case with Birmingham many students tend to leave the city 
upon completion of their studies and the student population is hardly visible at all.

CASE STUdY: EIndhOVEn
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RElEVAnCE TO GEElOnG:
The survey of Deakin students reported results consistent with the findings in Eindhoven – students are 
currently not attracted to the city either during study or post-graduation.

KEY STRATEGY IMPlEMEnTEd:
Eindhoven implemented a working group to propose solutions to the growing housing problem. The working 
group developed a multifunctional project aimed at combining accommodation in the same buildings 
as those that offered office space, shopping and workplaces. Housing has been made available in three 
categories that are available to undergraduates, exchange/short stayers and graduate students/ young 
researchers. This has made it easier to find developers willing to invest the market risks have been reduced 
and profitability enhanced. 

Eindhoven has also been active in re-using many existing first floors above shops in the city centre to create 
accommodation units for short term and yearly stayers. VESTIDE has been an active developer throughout 
Eindhoven and is now one of the largest providers for student accommodation - operating four complexes in 
the proximity of the city campuses. VESTIDE owns 42 buildings within the inner city circle, 1,700 residential 
units and is also involved in renting from other owners and private parties for student use. In addition there 
are 240 flats that are reserved for international students each year. 

There has been much development and restructuring of old facilities, such as the Philips buildings, scattered 
throughout Eindhoven into top quality office and living space providing a high-density urban environment 
that has proved attractive to new students and citizens. 

bARRIERS & SOlUTIOnS:
Eindhoven has good external accessibility through road and rail but struggles with internal transport 
infrastructure issues with congested streets and poor parking availability. The entrance roads to the city are 
not suitable for the amount of traffic that they carry and the road infrastructure is inadequate. In addition 
there is insufficient availability of human capital as the HEIs predominantly specialise in technology. Another 
rather large limitation is the lack of coordination between the universities and the city, an example is given by 
looking at the HEIs websites where no information is given about their host communities. 

Eindhoven has also incorporated a lively, car-free, area with more bars and restaurants that has improved the 
atmosphere of the city. In addition, there has been an ‘image restyling’ effort that targets young city users. 
This has involved the incorporation of city-supported clubs such as music clubs, arts and crafts groups. 
An empowered participatory organisation has also been established with the aim to consistently tackle 
the issue of raising the status of the city. Intangible factors such as urban design, street animation, regular 
staging of small but trendsetting events have become more effective than physical development in improving 
the vitality of the Eindhoven CBD. Overall the vision for Eindhoven includes four main objectives; 

1. A city with an attractive centre, 

2. A city where people feel at home as individuals and in their social environments, 

3. An effective administration centre, and

4. Regional policy initiatives which involve the local and regional government stimulating key players.

One of the main factors that Eindhoven has emphasised is the need to acknowledge that a high level of 
ambition may not succeed. Eindhoven originally held a target to achieve a 24-hour student city that was 
lively and vibrant, however this failed due to lack of real strategic cooperation within the city. Eindhoven now 
aims at stepping stone achievements by having a lower level of ambition.

SOURCES/ fURThER InfORMATIOn:
Case Study of Eindhoven, extract from Berg, L. van den, and A.P. Russo (2004), The Student City; Strategic 
Planning for Student Communities in EU Cities, Ashgate, Aldershot, UK.
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CASE STUdY: ST AnGElA’S COllEGE, SlIGO

KEY SUCCESS fACTORS/ lESSOnS lEARnT:
• HEIs are the most utilised sources of information for students – use the university and TAFE as a key 

communication channel to provide other information.

bACKGROUnd:
St Angela’s College of Ireland, Galway provides a great example of where the university and community are 
successfully and productively working together. St Angela’s has recognised the need to work cooperatively 
with sectors outside of the university’s boundaries to ensure that students are exposed to the most enjoyable 
and successful experience within the host community and the university.

RElEVAnCE TO GEElOnG:
Saint Angela’s College provides a good example of how partnerships between private developers and HEIs 
can produce excellent student and local benefits, while being economically attractive.

KEY STRATEGY IMPlEMEnTEd:
The College offers a wide variety of accommodation with respect to houses, units and student villages that 
are all run independently of the university. However the university itself offers each accepted student with 
a detailed information pack on these options along with the options of accommodation run privately by the 
university. Each independent accommodation option provides full broadband access and access to gym 
facilities included in the rent price.

The college website also offers links to various other services that can assist in helping students make the 
right choices when it comes to renting independently or deciding over an informal or formal lease agreement 
with the landlord or agent. These services have been set up by the community to enable students to fully 
understand their rights and responsibilities as adults out of the parental home for the first time and offers 
confidence and support through the cooperation of the university and society rather than each being separate 
entities.

With regard to transport, there is a university bus that is run independently of the local transport services 
which operates as a shuttle bus from accommodation units and from the town centre into the university. 
Both domestic and international students are eligible for concessions as long as they provide their student 
card. On top of this there are also incentives offered to students to make good use of public transport where 
each student who uses public transport collects points each journey which add up to discounts and rewards. 
For example each student who registers with the bus line is eligible to receive gift vouchers or one of four 
netbooks each semester.

SOURCES/ fURThER InfORMATIOn:
St. Angela’s College Student Residences
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CASE STUdY: lOUGhbOROUGh, UnITEd KInGdOM

KEY SUCCESS fACTORS/ lESSOnS lEARnT:
• Student accommodation can have significant impacts, positive and negative on local rental markets.

• Purpose-built developments can provide for large numbers of students and meet most, if not all, student needs.

• Purpose-built student accommodation can have negative impacts on the local community, creating an 
‘us and them’ mentality, therefore social cohesion, from both students and local community perspectives, 
needs to be recognised and managed.

BackgroundThroughout the United Kingdom (UK) off-campus, purpose-built student accommodation has 
become increasingly popular as an alternative to shared rental housing. This is due to the concerns of a 
negative impact by shared student rentals on the housing markets in the UK. While student opinion indicates 
a preference for the ambience and vibe of purpose-built accommodation, many UK academics are warning 
that this type of accommodation is encouraging a phenomenon of ‘studentification’ and resulting in a road 
block to community cohesion (Hubbard 2009). Opposing views exist as to whether increased student 
occupation in certain neighbourhoods is positively contributing to urbanisation and revitalisation or if it is in 
contrast promoting housing devaluation and blight. 

Throughout the UK there has been an evolution of student accommodation during the last seven years with 
the quality of private sector accommodation continuing to rise. The general norm for off-campus student 
accommodation involves en-suite facilities, high-speed data networks, large floor areas with additional 
features such as social areas, study areas and gymnasium facilities. The proliferation of privately rented 
student housing has created a number of social and cultural conflicts, which have attempted to be addressed 
by the introduction of new, purpose-built, off-campus accommodation developments for students. In 
essence this case study confirms that a single model for student accommodation in isolation has potential 
to negatively impact on the local community and that a multi-faceted approach is the best method to 
successfully integrate student populations into the broader community. 

bACKGROUnd TO STUdEnT hOUSInG In ThE UK:
Recently there has been a large expansion of students within the UK, producing a reliance on the private 
rental sector among full-time students, with on-campus accommodation failing to meet the student influx. 
The high level of student demand for rental properties has enabled high rates of return and low void rates 
presenting rental properties targeted to students as a very attractive option in the buy-to-let market. 

However such ‘studentification’ has had large and adverse impacts on long-time residents. It has made 
renting less affordable and less attractive to the general, non-student community who claimed late night 
noise, littering, petty vandalism and increased parking issues have made areas dense with student rentals 
susceptible to crime and a blight on the community generally. Many local residents are feeling immense 
pressure to move on in a bid to avoid becoming isolated in student areas that are fast becoming young, 
seasonal and transient. A major contributor to this feeling of local residents is media’s tendency to label 
some areas ‘student ghettos’, which enforces perceived negativity (Hubbard 2009; Smith 2005). In many 
areas where such problems and perceptions are evident, the student population is concentrated in particular 
streets. Where students are well dispersed and mixed with local resident renters, there are fewer issues and 
fewer negative opinions of students. 
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Students are drawn to other students and certain areas will always be more heavily populated by students 
than local residents. It must be acknowledged that student residential preferences as a whole are not well 
understood but it seems that the student rental market in the UK shows a strong tendency to geographical 
concentration, students will be drawn to where other students reside. 

It has been widely recognised that accommodation is a key factor determining students’ selection of a 
university. In response many universities have expanded their HEI-owned accommodation, both on- and 
off-campus, cooperating with the private sector where there is a lack of sufficient internal funding. Many 
commercial operators have been encouraged to expand their operations with HEIs and also through self 
managed developments in off-campus locations. These developments have typically been constructed to 
high standards consisting of apartment blocks divided into groups of bedrooms with communal kitchens 
and lounges, all with en-suite facilities, swipe card access and on-site security. Most have communal areas, 
laundrettes, vending machines and bike sheds. Some also promote secure car parking, cafes, gymnasiums 
and even swimming pools. Typically, the rent includes access to all utilities, contents insurance and 
broadband internet connection and services. 

In 2004, 61,000 bed spaces were controlled by commercial providers; this had more than doubled by 
2007. In many cities throughout the UK the number of students living in purpose-built, commercially 
managed rooms has overtaken the number of students in on-campus accommodation. Student housing has 
also been recognised as one of the fastest growing sectors in the property market. The private sector has 
acknowledged the potential, with the most noticeable trend in the last five years being the development of 
new off-campus student properties located in brownfield sites in, or near, the city centre. Students seem to 
be attracted to the access to nightlife, facilities and public transport more than by the proximity to their HEIs. 
Many of the private developers have also boasted that their developments to student accommodation have 
brought new young life back to city areas where little investment had been made (seen on UNITE’s website).

 It seems that purpose-built accommodation throughout the UK has become a preferred option for solving 
the studentification amongt the rental housing sector for many cities such as Nottingham, Belfast, Newcastle 
and Birmingham. These cities have all actively diverted students from the general housing market into 
well managed, purpose-built schemes in appropriate locations. The general assumption is that these 
purpose-built developments will gradually attract students, who traditionally preferred housing rentals with 
multiple occupants, which will ultimately relieve pressure on local housing markets. There have, however, 
been complaints and issues related to continued noise, nuisance and crime in areas where purpose-built 
accommodation is located. 

There have also been claims that such developments are increasing the expectation on the level and quality 
of facilities in rental accommodation, like en-suites and broadband access being the norm. Whether this is 
actually a negative impact is open to interpretation.
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PURPOSE-bUIlT dEVElOPMEnTS SPECIfICAllY In lOUGhbOROUGh:
Student rental within Loughborough is unsteady with studies showing that 50% of the student population 
would move yearly to different rentals or different types of accommodation. The influx of different student 
groups into different houses yearly has promoted anxiety for locals around the affordability of housing for 
young families and the concern for late night noise, car parking and waste disposal. This has ultimately 
produced a number of local residents groups that are active in campaigning for limits on the number of 
student rental houses within each street and neighbourhood.

It has been such movements by local residents that encouraged the university to join with the University 
Partnership Program (UPP) to develop 13,000 new self-catered bed spaces on campus adjacent to 
the existing student hall. In addition, the private organisation UNITE has purchased and continues to 
manage three previously university-managed self catering halls. UNITE has updated and renovated these 
properties offering them to students with modern facilities and extras while not being as regimental and 
university-focussed as the original uni-halls. 

RElEVAnCE TO GEElOnG:
Purpose-built student accommodations provide the opportunity to bring an instant community to Geelong CBD. 
This community is not intended to be the sole residential occupier in the CBD, but it is recognised that something 
is required to kick-start the interest in CBD living – student accommodation could be an opportunity.

The student preferences for socialising and the arts can promote vibrancy and provide for complementary 
business opportunities. These complementary services needs to be carefully considered and not solely 
focused on students in order to provide attractiveness and resilience to the CBD.

KEY STRATEGY IMPlEMEnTEd:
Despite these efforts to satisfy local residents, it is predominantly the rise of purpose-built developments 
that seem to be offering more immediate and satisfactory improvements and solutions. Many purpose 
built-developments, much like the others across the UK, have been built upon brown-field sites in and 
around the city centre with a few converted textile mills on the outskirts of the city. All these developments 
are self-catering and usually in the form of cluster flats - although some offer studio and penthouse 
apartments. All rooms have double beds and en-suites, most lounge rooms have widescreen TV with TV 
packages (eg Foxtel). Contents insurance is provided and residents are offered discount cards for nearby bars, 
pubs and cinemas. Many of the developments have communal laundrettes and bike sheds but not all have 
parking available. The first year that the Mezzino 1development in Loughborough was opened there was a 
98% occupancy despite it not being approved by the University Accommodation Service. 

A recent study of students in Loughborough (unpublished annual housing survey report 2006/2007, 
Loughborough Students Advice) indicated a few trends of preference for accommodation and what factors 
were influential in deciding such. All interviewees confirmed that a student’s first year of residence is vital 
in shaping student ‘in-group’ and ‘out-group’ relations. Many students preferred to live in on-campus or 
university hall accommodation during their first year to establish social groups and identities. Many perceived 
rentals in the first year of university to be too isolating. However many second year students admitted that 
they wanted to get away from on-campus and university hall accommodation for their second year to get 
away from the intense form of sociality. As one student summarised, ‘it is important to be in halls in the first 
year, because it is sociable, but it is a lot easier getting down to work in a house’ (cited in Hubbard 2009). 
Many students noted that influential factors in seeking off-campus accommodation after their second year 
of study included; freedom to choose mealtimes, independence and having one’s own social space. Many 
students who were happy within rental housing commented that this was due to the house’s cleanliness, 
newly furbished rooms, included appliances, internet packages and TV and phone lines, included basics 
such as cooker, washing machine, dishwasher, fridge and freezer. It seems that those who preferred rental 
houses were those within houses that had already been converted into student accommodation offering the 
entire package included in the weekly rent. Although these houses are more expensive to rent than others 
the general consensus was that the higher price was favourable for the convenience of a fully furnished place 
with bills, internet, phone line and TV included. 

Many students in the study stated that they much preferred to live in streets or locations that are heavily 
populated with other students as opposed to locals or elderly - ‘it means the whole street has an atmosphere 
and you don’t have to worry too much about being loud as everyone is in the same situation’ - as stated by 
a third year student living in a student rental. This is where purpose-built accommodation comes into play, 
many students in Loughborough acknowledge that these developments have offered a great alternative to 
student rentals where locals are complaining and high-density student streets are becoming looked down upon. 

1  http://www.mezzino.co.uk/
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Purpose-built accommodation has offered the same assets of independent living but retained the communal 
student vibe that seems to attract so many. The common theme among advocates for such developments 
was that they offered the opportunity to live off-campus in an environment that was unthreatening, clean and 
comfortable. The developments usually demand the use of a key card to enter the front area and then further 
locks on individual rooms and the front door, which has proved to be a highly influential factor for students 
who are often seen as easy targets within local street rentals. Although the expense is much higher than a 
usual rental students seem willing to pay such for the hassle free living offered.

bARRIERS:
Purpose-built developments are not suitable for all students and there will always be a mix of students in 
private rentals as well as purpose-built developments. So these developments are not a silver bullet solution.
It has also been identified that the purpose-built developments can encourage the very reaction from 
students that they are designed to prevent from local residents– i.e. they can foster a lack of community 
cohesion. Students within these developments seem to hold a strong sense of ‘student’ community and 
hold perceptions of locals as ‘townies’ suggesting there is a strong exclusionary pattern being implemented 
between the students and locals, the very issues trying to be prevented in the first place. 

RESUlTS:
Privately managed purpose-built developments have become very common across the UK and have been 
depicted by developers and estate agents as the future for student housing, while offering a great solution 
to the overconcentration of student rentals in certain areas. Although these developments are considered 
highly expensive compared to the common rental property it appears that they offer a great attractiveness to 
students looking for that whole package with a student vibe but independence at the same time. 

It is warned that these finding in Loughborough cannot be generalised to all other student cities as the 
student population is on average; whiter, wealthier and distinctly more sporty that that of a typical HIE 
(Hubbard 2009). Although these new developments are doing little to address the problem of largely 
segregated communities between locals and students it does seem that both categories of people do not wish 
to do so and students are much more attracted to the developments of highly concentrated student areas. 
So to meet one demand of local unhappiness with studentification among the locals has promoted a further 
segregation of the community throughout Loughborough due to purpose-built accommodation. 

However, it seems such accommodation meets every demand of the typical student and these costs and benefits 
must be weighed accordingly. Although many academics are warning of the dangers of a monocultural town 
centre complemented by a less cohesive and divided community, it seems that the UK has set the model for 
further implementation and perceived success of purpose-built student accommodation. 

SOURCES/ fURThER InfORMATIOn:
Hubbard, P 2009, ‘Geographies of studentification and purpose-built student accommodation: leading 
separate lives?’ Environment and Planning A, vol. 41, pp. 1903-1923. 

Smith, D & Holt, L 2007, ‘Studentification and apprentice gentrifiers within Britain’s provincial towns and 
cities: extending the meaning of gentrification’, Environment and Planning A, vol. 39, pp. 142-161.
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SUPPORTInG InfORMATIOn

ARTIClES & REPORTS
• Geelong evolves to be no longer the poor relation to Melbourne-Terry Rider 24/2/11 Geelong Advertiser

• Leaders for Geelong- Creating a Vibrant and Safe Night Life www.committeeforgeelong.com.au/news/
geelongleaders/recommendations.htm 16/2/11

• Geelong CBD Retail Study April 2011, Opteon Victoria www.opteonvictoria.com.au 19/4/11

• Committee for Geelong International Report Visit to Newcastle Gateshead UK 14/16 June 2010

• Universities in arms race for student-pleasing amenities, Rebekah Lin, Published: Friday, October 17, 
2003 Updated: Sunday, February 14, 2010 22:02

• Thinking Big Boots the City’s Future (Vision II Newcastle Article), The Journal, Wednesday 29 Aug 2010, 
Neil Barker

• Vision II Scoping Document

PERSOnAl nOTES
• Tim Hellsten notes on How Big is Big 

• Alf Della Monica research in Newcastle

• Thoughts and comments from Mark Sanders Architect - Third Ecology 

• Blocker & Opportunities – re street and park entertainment Steve Bentley7/11/11

• Sam Gumina Chamber of Commerce luncheon 15/4/11 – Geelong CBD 

• Tim Hellsten - Restless City Forum 6/6/11

POWER POInT PRESEnTATIOnS
• An example of University and Community working Together St Angela’s College, Sligo Galway, Ireland 

• It’s Not about Products and Services - It’s all about Relationships - Peter Kenyon presentation National 
Wool Museum 24/08/2011

• Projects for Public Spaces – www.pps.org

• Strategic Dialogues – 2011 Regional Profile Barwon South West

• Reclaiming city streets for people – Chaos or quality of life – European Commission Directorate – General 
for the Environment

• The Student city Birmingham and Eindhoven 

• Townsville Revitalisation Project

• Townsville: Paths to Urban Sustainability- ‘Cultural Hub

• Visitor Perception Survey Report – COGG July 2011
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SURVEY RESUlTS
1. Sex

Response (%) Response (Count)

Male 42% 21

Female 58% 29

2. What year of study are you currently in?

Response (%) Response (Count)

1st year 4% 2

2nd year 26% 13

3rd year 36% 18

4th year 22% 11

5th year 8% 4

Other (please specify) 4% 2

3. What type of accommodation are you currently living in? 

Response (%) Response (Count)

Share/student housing 4% 2

Renting a house with 3 or more people 62% 31

Renting a house with 2 or less people 8% 4

Living at home 6% 3

Renting a unit 0% 0

Living on Deakin residence 18% 9

Other (please specify) 2% 1

4. How much rent are you currently paying individually per fortnight? (not compulsory to answer)

Response (%) Response (Count)

less than $100 per fortnight 9% 4

$100-$200 per fortnight 49% 23

$200-$300 per fortnight 28% 13

$300-$400 per fortnight 2% 1

$400-$500 per fortnight 9% 4

Other (please specify) 4% 2

5. If more accommodation was available for students in the Geelong CBD would you be interested in living there?

Response (%) Response (Count)

Yes, If my course was offered at Waterfront 44% 22

Yes, Regardless of where my course is offered 32% 16

No not interested 24% 12

Other (please specify) 0% 0

6. If accommodation was available for students within the Geelong CBD what type of accommodation would you be most interested in?  
Please rate on a scale of 1-5, 1 being most preferable and 5 being least preferable. 

1st choice 
(most preferable)

2nd choice 3rd choice 4th choice
5th choice 

(least preferable)

Two room apartments 6.0% (3) 6.0% (3) 46.0% (23) 36.0% (18) 6.0% (3)

Single room apartments 2.1% (1) 4.3% (2) 2.1% (1) 29.8% (14) 61.7% (29)

Apartments for 3+ people 28.0% (14) 50.0% (25) 14.0% (7) 4.0% (2) 4.0% (2)

Houses for 3 or more people to rent 56.0% (28) 24.0% (12) 10.0% (5) 4.0% (2) 6.0% (3)

Share/Student housing (renting separate rooms) 8.2% (4) 10.2% (5) 22.4% (11) 28.6% (14) 30.6% (15)

Other (please specify)
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7. If you were to live in the Geelong CBD how important are the following for students?

extremely 
important

very important important
neither 

important or 
unimportant

not important

Public transport 34.0% (17) 22.0% (11) 20.0% (10) 14.0% (7) 12.0% (6)

Cheap food choices 38.8% (19) 49.0% (24) 8.2% (4) 2.0% (1) 2.0% (1)

Car parking 74.0% (37) 18.0% (9) 2.0% (1) 2.0% (1) 4.0% (2)

Entertainment 38.0% (19) 40.0% (20) 20.0% (10) 4.0% (2) 0.0% (0)

Quality of accommodation 24.0% (12) 46.0% (23) 18.0% (9) 12.0% (6) 0.0% (0)

Variety of lively cafes/bars/clubs 36.0% (18) 46.0% (23) 12.0% (6) 6.0% (3) 2.0% (1)

Bike Racks 6.1% (3) 6.1% (3) 16.3% (8) 30.6% (15) 42.9% (21)

Availability and access to fitness and leisure clubs 26.0% (13) 34.0% (17) 30.0% (15) 12.0% (6) 0.0% (0)

Access to free wifi cafes 18.0% (9) 16.0% (8) 32.0% (16) 22.0% (11) 12.0% (6)

Rent price 66.0% (33) 22.0% (11) 14.0% (7) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)

Attractiveness of where you live 24.5% (12) 30.6% (15) 36.7% (18) 8.2% (4) 0.0% (0)

Safety of the city 42.0% (21) 26.0% (13) 28.0% (14) 4.0% (2) 0.0% (0)

Access to specific student interest groups 14.0% (7) 6.0% (3) 38.0% (19) 32.0% (16) 12.0% (6)

Availability of casual employment 48.0% (24) 34.0% (17) 14.0% (7) 2.0% (1) 2.0% (1)

Other (please specify)

8. How attractive do you currently rate Geelong CBD?

extremely 
attractive

very attractive attractive
neither attractive 
or unattractive

not attractive 
at all

As a city to live in 16.3% (8) 18.4% (9) 34.7% (17) 16.3% (8) 14.3% (7)

As a city to study in 20.0% (10) 28.0% (14) 34.0% (17) 8.0% (4) 10.0% (5)

As a city to shop in 10.2% (5) 18.4% (9) 24.5% (12) 20.4% (10) 26.5% (13)

As a city to work in 8.0% (4) 24.0% (12) 26.0% (13) 26.0% (13) 16.0% (8)

9. Please indicate on a scale of importance what you as a student would like to see more of in Geelong CBD district to make it a more attractive place for you

extremely 
important

very important important
neither 

important or 
unimportant

not important

Street lighting at night 14.0% (7) 24.0% (12) 40.0% (20) 20.0% (10) 2.0% (1)

Better retail shops 24.0% (12) 26.0% (13) 44.0% (22) 8.0% (4) 0.0% (0)

Street art 6.0% (3) 22.0% (11) 32.0% (16) 26.0% (13) 14.0% (7)

Boutique shops 18.4% (9) 22.4% (11) 20.4% (10) 24.5% (12) 14.3% (7)
Student specific social meeting places 
(i.e. cafes/bars/clubs)

32.0% (16) 32.0% (16) 26.0% (13) 10.0% (5) 0.0% (0)

Trees and greenery along the streets 18.0% (9) 32.0% (16) 36.0% (18) 14.0% (7) 0.0% (0)

Wider variety of cheap food places 26.0% (13) 38.0% (19) 32.0% (16) 4.0% (2) 2.0% (1)

Open street markets 16.0% (8) 26.0% (13) 24.0% (12) 30.0% (15) 4.0% (2)

Live entertainment 36.0% (18) 32.0% (16) 24.0% (12) 8.0% (4) 0.0% (0)

Student specific places for personal study 18.0% (9) 36.0% (18) 26.0% (13) 18.0% (9) 2.0% (1)

Parks and recreational areas 30.0% (15) 34.0% (17) 24.0% (12) 12.0% (6) 0.0% (0)

Fitness clubs 28.0% (14) 34.0% (17) 28.0% (14) 10.0% (5) 2.0% (1)

Clean streets 26.0% (13) 42.0% (21) 22.0% (11) 10.0% (5) 0.0% (0)

Culture 28.6% (14) 28.6% (14) 32.7% (16) 10.2% (5) 0.0% (0)

Outdoor seating for cafes and restaurants 26.0% (13) 40.0% (20) 30.0% (15) 4.0% (2) 0.0% (0)

Usage of laneways 24.0% (12) 18.0% (9) 34.0% (17) 22.0% (11) 2.0% (1)

Art exhibitions 8.0% (4) 12.0% (6) 26.0% (13) 34.0% (17) 20.0% (10)

Security personnel 22.0% (11) 26.0% (13) 36.0% (18) 14.0% (7) 2.0% (1)
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